The strained-spiral vortex model of turbulent fines scales given by Lundgren [Phys. Fluids 25, 2193 ( 1982 ] is used to calculate vorticity and velocity-derivative moments for homogeneous isotropic turbulence. A specific form of the relaxing spiral vortex is proposed modeled by a rolling-up vortex layer embedded in a background containing opposite signed vorticity and with zero total circulation at infinity. The numerical values of two dimensionless groups are fixed in order to give a Kolmogorov constant and skewness which are within the range of experiment. This gives the result that the ratio of the ensemble average hyperskewness S'++ t = (au/&c) QJ+ '/ [(&/ax) 2](2P+ 1)'2 to the hyperflatness
is constant independent of Taylor-Reynolds number' Rn, as is the ratio of the 2pth moment of one component of the vorticity == ~2,=w~~/(w~)P to F2p . A cutoff in a relevant time integration is then used to eliminate vortex--3 sheet-induced divergences in the integrals corresponding to w, , p=2,3,..., and an assumption is made that the lateral scale of the spiral vortex in the model is the geometric mean of the Taylor and the K$mogorov microscales. This gives f12p=~2$$'2-3'4, <2P=F2& '2-3'4 and S2p+ t =Szp+ ,R$'2-3'4, p=2,3,..., fi2,, F2p, and i,, 1.
with explicit calculation of the numbers The results of the model are compared with experimental compilation of Van Atta and Antonia [Phys. Fluids 23, 252 (1980) ] for F4 and with the isotropic turbulence calculations of Kerr [J. Fluid Mech. 153, 31 ( 1985) ] and of Vincent and Meneguzzi [J. Fluid Mech. 225, 1 ( 1991) ].
I. INTRODUCTION
A comprehensive theory of turbulent fine scales has been actively sought by researchers for many decades. Such a theory would need to explain many quantitative and qualitative features of turbulent flows observed in both experiment and in numerical simulation while containing sufficient predictive capability to enable decisive testing by future measurement and calculation. Reasonable minimum requirements for such a theory or model would seem to be the provision of a basis, preferably dynamical, for understanding Kolmogorov scaling in the inertial and dissipation ranges, and dissipation intermittency at large Reynolds numbers. More stringent requirements may refer to calculations of the one-point velocity-derivative statistics and the two-point and multipoint one-time velocity structure functions.
One approach to this problem is the use of vortexbased physical models of turbulence fine scales using spatial ensembles of small-scale structures represented by local solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. Specific models using either tube and sheetlike structures have been proposed by Townsend, ' Corrsin, 2 Tennekes, 3 Saffman, 4 and Lundgren.5 In general these models have sought to contain in the basic solution the essential mechanism of balance between vorticity production through amplification of the vorticity vector by the local rate-of-strain tensor in vortex layers or tubes and vorticity dissipation by viscosity. Additional features such as the spotty or intermittent nature of the dissipation can then be viewed as a result of the nonuniform spatial distribution of vorticity resulting from either the character of the local solution or the spatial separation of members of the ensemble. Townsend' attempted to calculate the one-dimensional energy spectrum in the dissipation range for isotropic turbulence through the use of randomly oriented collections of Burgers' tubelike and sheetlike local solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. Sheets have often been preferred over tubes because in the Burgers vortex-tube solution [see IQ. (16) ] the product of the external principal rates of strain is positive, whereas for isotropic turbulence the ensemble average of the product of the principal rates of strain is proportional to the cubic velocity derivative or skewness, which is known from measurement and simulation to be negative-in agreement with scaling arguments based on the von K&man-Howarth equation. However, as noted by Ashurst and Jimtnez,' when the strain field of the vortex is itself included in the calculation, the Burgers vortex-tube solution exhibits a negative principal rates-ofstrain product over much of the vortex cross section. Ashurst finds ratios of principal rates of strain as ( -4,1,3) in the interior of a Burgers vortex tube with circulation l?c equal approximately to 300~ (Y is the kinematic viscosity) with the intermediate value aligned with the vorticity, in rough agreement with the strain-vorticity correlation statistics found in isotropic turbulence simulations (Ashurst et aL8) .
Evidence suggesting vorticity in tubelike structures in homogeneous turbulence has been provided by several numerical simulations of which we cite Kerr, g"o Ashurst et al., 8 Hosokawa and Yamamoto, " She et a1., 12 Ruesch and Maxey, t3 and Vincent and Meneguzzi.t4 This has been summarized by Jimenez' who, for isotropic turbulence at Taylor-Reynolds numbers RL of order 100, concludes that the data are consistent with the presence of compact Burgers tubelike structures with I'd/~~-40O=t 200. These vortices appear to dominate the local flow and to interact only weakly with each other. On the experimental side Douady et al. I5 have produced flow visualizations which appear to show the presence of persistent tubelike structures in homogeneous turbulence. The origin of these vortices is unknown but several scenarios are possible including instability at larger scales or via the roll-up of thin vortex layers. We note, however, that there is direct numerical evidence suggesting the spontaneous formation of vortex cores from a random vorticity field in two-dimensional turbulence ( McWilliams'6) .
A tube model based on Burgers vortices may be shown to produce an energy spectrum of the form Ea d'2v1'2k-' exp( -Ak2q2) where k is the wave number, E is the dissipation, q= ( v3/e) 1'4 is the Kolmogorov scale, and A is a dimensionless constant. This contains no k-5'3 range. Lundgren5 extends the original Townsend' model by replacing the equilibrium Burgers vortices in the ensemble by slender nearly axisymmetric spiral vortices, each embedded within an axially symmetric strain field supposedly supplied by the average interaction with other members of the ensemble. The spiral vortices have a lateral scale that exceeds the Burgers radius, which is of order (~/'a)~'~ where a is the strain rate parallel to vortex lines. Hence if the vortex circulation is nonzero, collapse toward the Burgers limit is expected (see Neu" and Lin and Corcos" for a discussion of this process in the context of mixing layer dynamics). Utilizing a general, large time asymptotic solution of the Navier-Stokes equation for the relaxing spiral vortex, Lundgren shows that an ensemble of such structures shows a k-5'3 range and also provides a dynamical model for the cascade via the tightening of spiral turns produced by the combined effect of differential rotation and the compressive strain. Remarkably, the k dependence of the energy spectrum does not depend on the detailed structure of the spiral, the latter entering the analysis only through the spectrum prefactor. The model contains several physical parameters in addition to Y and E. Therefore the presence of a k-5'3 range cannot be attributed to dimensional restrictions alone but is of a truly dynamical character.
In the present paper we seek to utilize the Lundgren '-Townsend' model in an attempt to calculate higher-order one-point velocity derivative statistics for homogeneous isotropic turbulence. In Sec. II we discuss the mathematical and physical properties of the Lundgren spiral and review briefly the derivation of the Lundgren energy spectrum. In Sec. III we propose a specific spiral model based on the roll-up of a vortex layer. It is then shown in Sec. IV that numerical values of two dimensionless groups in the model can be fixed by requiring agreement with experimental estimates of the Kolmogorov prefactor and the skewness. Since the model is based on a local solution of the Navier-Stokes equations it gives phase information of the vorticity field. In Sets. V and VI this is used to calculate high-order moments, in the form of hyperflatness factors and hyperskewness factors, of the probability distributions of the longitudinal velocity derivative &/ax and one component of the vorticity. Some calculations of low-order moments of the lateral derivative &/ax are also made. Owing to vortex-sheet-induced divergences in the vorticity field at the time origin, it is found necessary to introduce an early time cutoff in a time integration which appears in the expression for the vorticity moments. The choice of cutoff is based on an assumption that the smallest active physical length scale is proportional to the model Kolmogorov microscale. In order to introduce a Taylor-Reynolds number into the analysis the further assumption is introduced (Sec. VI D) that the initial lateral scale of the spiral vortex is the geometric mean of the Taylor microscale and the Kolmogorov microscale. A free parameter associated with the time-integration cutoff is then estimated by comparison of calculated fourth-order longitudinal velocity derivative moments (the conventional flatness factor) with experimental results summarized by Van Atta and Antonia." In Sec. VII we make a detailed comparison of the calculated hyperflatness and hyperskewness factors with results from the numerical simulations of Kerr' and Vincent and Meneguzzi.14 
II. THE LUNDGREN SPIRAL-VORTEX MODEL
A. Evolution of the spiral vortex Let (r$,z) be cylindrical polar coordinates with origin at the vortex center and z aligned with the vorticity. Each spiral vortex is embedded within an axially symmetric strain field with velocity field ( u,,z.Q,u,) = ( -ar/2,0,az) where a(t) is the uniform (in space) rate of strain. Lundgren's fundamental solution for the vortex evolution is of a rather general form for which the present model is a special case chosen in order to enable numerical calculation. For reasons to be discussed further in Sec. III our model consists of a single vortex layer that is embedded in a background of opposite signed vorticity and which is in the process of roll-up in the form a nearly axisymmetric spiral vortex. When, following Townsend, a is assumed constant, Lundgren's approximate solution of the NavierStokes equations describing the vorticity w=w( r$,t) takes the form w(r@,t) = f w,(r,t)exp(in0), --130
p ( r,t) = yeat", r(t)=(e"-1)/a,
where
(p,r) are stretched space and time variables, respectively, and A=dWdp. In ( l)-(4), Y is the kinematic viscosity, exp(at)f(p) is the &averaged vorticity for the spiral, exp(at)g( p) is the axisymmetric background vorticity, and
is the circulation around a circle of radius r. Note that o has no dependence on the axial coordinate z. We will subsequently refer to the nonaxisymmetric Fourier components (2) with n#O as the spiraI and the axisymmetric component (3) with n=O as the core. An alternative derivation of ( 1 )-( 3) to that given by Lundgren5 is outlined in Appendix A. An important approximation is the repression of the explicit r dependence of Sz (p,~) in ( 1 )-( 6). This is justified by Lundgren' (Appendix A), who shows that for the inviscid spiral evolution in the stretched space and time variables
Hence Q is constant to order re2 and so in (l)- (6) a( p,~) may be replaced by 0(p) =a( p,O) with error O(r-'). A similar approximation is made for the r dependence f(p,~) where it appears in (2) and (5), and for g( p,~) in (5). Where these functions appear in the axisymmetric component of the vorticity distribution (3), the full T dependence produced by viscous effects will be retained. Some remarks help clarify the meaning of the ( l)-(4). When v=O, the vorticity distribution (l)- (3) may be written in the form
where S( * * * ) denotes the Dirac delta function. Equation (8) describes a vortex sheet in the process of being rolled up with angular velocity Cn by the total circulation lT(r,t) which lies inside a point on the spiral and which is the sum of contributions from the spiral and from the background vorticity. This requires that Cl be monotone decreasing, i.e., 11~0. The vortex sheet evolves dynamically according to the equation B=a(p)~. At the same time the sheet is being compressed in the radial direction by the inward radial component of the strain field. As a result of simultaneous roll-up and radial compression the radial distance between successive turns of radius r at time t is 2a exp( -at/2) 6r=A[r exp(at/2)]r(t) .
The viscous term in (2) describes the diffusion of vorticity between individual turns.
The solution ( l)-(4) is asymptotically valid for large time. When t-+0 the vorticity is concentrated on the vortex sheet but the approximate solution has no meaning as a global vorticity distribution because the formation mechanism is not described explicitly. Some memory of formation is retained, however, in f. For example vortex sheet roll-up into a Kaden-like spiral would produce fa pa where a<0 is some exponent that depends on the'initial vortex-sheet structure (see Moore and Saffman2' and Pullin") . We will view the spiral as being created at time ti z l/a [we will later take ri =4/a (where 4 is a parameter) when the thickness of each turn is of order the Burgers vortex thickness A= (V/U) 1 '2] . Owing to the presence of the real exponent in the exponential of (2) the Fourier modes representing the spiral have a finite lifetime. Thus an individual turn becomes smoothed by viscosity when the radial distance to the nearest other turn is of O(A). At time t the spiral vortex as a whole consists of an inner viscous subcore of radius rI=O( A) where vortex stretching and viscous diffusion of vorticity are in local balance, an intermediate region of radius rII( t) [obtained as a solution of (9) when the left-hand side is replaced by A], where viscous diffusion has merged individual turns into a smoothed axisymmetric rotational core with vorticity exp(at)f(p), and an outer region consisting of individual spiral turns and of radius rIII (t) = R exp ( -at/2) where R is a measure of the initial radius of the whole vortex. The spiral exists until r,,=r,,,. An analysis of this structure for the generalized Kaden spiral is given by Moore and Saffman."
B. The energy spectrum
The energy spectrum is calculated using known relationships in the theory of homogeneous turbulence between E(k,t), the instantaneous average turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass at wave number k= 1 k 1, where k is the vector wave number, and the power spectrum of the vorticity field. Assuming further that two-point one-time vorticity correlations are finite only within individual vortices, that the vortex centerline curvature is large compared with l/R, and that w is independent of the axial coordinate, the time-averaged spectrum for a general o(r$,t) within individual vortices given by Lundgren' may be expressed in the form
In (lo)-( 13) N, which has the dimensions lengths2 time-', is the rate of creation of vortex length per unit volume per unit time, E,(k) is the contribution to the spectrum from the axisymmetric part of the vorticity [i.e., from (3)], and E,(k) is the contribution from the spiral. In Appendix B we give an alternative derivation of (lo)- ( 13) to that developed by Lundgren.5 In ( 11) the lower limit of integration has been set to zero since the integral is expected to converge at r=O while in ( 12) the upper limit is set to CO since the spiral has a finite life and the integral again converges. The lower limit in ( 12) is r1 =#/a. The upper limit of integration r2 in ( 11) will be discussed subsequently. In obtaining (lo)-( 13) an ergodic hypothesis was invoked by assuming that all vortices undergo an identical evolution process. If the number per unit time per unit volume at some particular stage in the evolution is stationary, this then allows averages over the spatial ensemble of vortices with different ages to be replaced by a time integration over a single vortex history. If several classes or a distribution of vortices of differing type exist then (10) requires an additional sum over these classes or distributions. Note that we have and will continue for convenience to express time integrals in terms of the stretched time variable 7. Lundgren then uses (l)- (3) in (IO)-( 13), using stationary phase to evaluate the integrals (13), to obtain a specific form of II,(k) for the evolving spiral vortex. This may be expressed as
In the passage from ( 12) to ( 15) r1 in ( 12) has been set to zero again on the grounds that within the bounds of the approximations made the resulting integral over the argument of the f converges at r=O. We remark that the -5/3 exponent in (14) emerges only after the time integration in ( 11)) and so the ergodic hypothesis is of crucial importance. The instantaneous energy spectrum of a single vortex at some time in its evolution is not generally of the k-'j3 form
Equations ( 1 )- ( 15) can readily be extended to a system of M interleaved spiral layers, each with a different phase. A further extension in which f(p) in (2) is replaced by functions J',(p) displaying dependence on n preserves the form of (14) but modifies (15) by shifting the integral inside the sum. In this case the structure may not resemble a rolled-up shear layer of the type described in Sec. II A but is of a more general spiral form. The essential property of the vorticity distribution ( l)-(4) required for a spectrum like (14) is contained in the phase-amplitude relations of the Fourier coefficients.
If, following Townsend,' we substitute into (IO) and ( 11) the steady axisymmetric Burgers vortex solution (16) [see Burgers; 22 Rott23 gives a discussion of ( 16)] we obtain the spectrum
and of course there is no nonaxisymmetric contribution. The dissipation for this spectrum is (see Sec. IV A) kvT& 6=3a 'v+------8n ' (18) where the first term on the right-hand side is the dissipation per unit mass by the background strain field. The second term is the dissipation of the Burgers vortex. This is unbounded when r2+ CO owing to the unbounded z extension of vortex lines by the strain. If again following Townsend' it is assumed that c&/e= l/e where C is a dimensionless constant then when ar2 is large the background dissipation is small and (17) and (18) (20) where c=p/R, IO is a circulation scale, and R is a measure of the initial lateral scale of the vortex structure. A specific choice for f(c), g( {) is made as (23) where I[ * * * ] is the gamma function and we use square brackets to denote an argument. While other choices for f and g were considered, Eqs. (22) and (23) give a simple model motivated as follows: we envision the vortex-sheetlike roll-up of sheetlike structures to give a power law f with exponent a. We invoke ideas of OnsagerZ4 and suppose this nearly one-signed vorticity will then attract debris with vorticity of opposite sign which we model as a background halo represented by g(c) superposed on the spiral vortex. We require 2rr s om f(C,Cd~=-2~~~n(C)ed~=l~ (24) 0 i.e., it is assumed that the spiral attracts just sufficient vorticity of opposite sign so that the composite vortex has zero total circulation [I( 00 ) =O]. The background vorticity g is (24) ensures that the core also dies at large t by a process of strain-enhanced self-cancellation. We view this as a model of a finite life for the composite vortex structure without which the core will collapse into a steady and continuously stretching and dissipating equilibrium Burgers vortex. In such a structure E. would be dominant at large t. The spectrum would then be asymptotic to (17) and there would be no inertial range. We note that Douady et al'* observe intense short-lived vortex tubes in laboratory experiments.
A referee has suggested that vortex reconnection may provide an alternative mechanism for limiting the lifetime of vortex cores when I'( CO )#O. We do not explore this possibility as there is no satisfactory quantitative theory of reconnection which can estimate r2. Presently we prefer employing viscosity in a mathematically consistent way rather than introducing an ad hoc cutoff r2, which is not easily related to the structure of the vortices, to describe the effect of reconnection or similar mechanisms.
We can obtain fi( g) from (5) and (22) and (23) which gives (26) where y [ , ] is the incomplete gamma functio_n. Figure 1 shows plots of_the total e-averaged vorticity f(g) +g({), together with a(c), A(c), and the cumulative dimensionless circulation T( &+) = I'( p/R )/lYo for the choice a = -0.5. The negative circulation gradient in the outer part of the structure suggests a possible dynamical mechanism for finite vortex lifetime via a Rayleigh-type instability which we have not presently analyzed.
B. Spectrum of the spiral
The spectrum of the spiral may now be calculated explicitly. Using (20)- (23) and (26) in (15) gives E,(k) which we write in the form In (27) and (28) Do is a pure number that can be calculated using (21)- (23) and (26). We note that both the integral and sum in (28) are convergent. Table 1 shows values of Do for a= -0.25, -0.5, and -1.0. These and other numerical and symbolic calculations reported presently were done independently using the symbolic manipulators MATHEMATICA 2.05 and MAPLE version 5.
C. Spectrum of the core
To determine the core spectrum Eo(k) we first solve the axisymmetric time-dependent vorticity equation in the presence of the strain field (u,,u~,u,) = ( --ar/2,0,uz)
with initial conditions given by the o-averaged vorticity field at t=O, wo(r,O)=f(r)+g(r). The solution may be obtained via Green's functions and is given by
where IO is the modified Bessel function of order zero and -r(t) is given by the second of (4). There is no inconsistency with our previous assumption (7) as the evolution of cd0 is independent of CL On substitution of (30) into (13), the r integration can be performed to give (31) (27) and (34) is generic to the Lundgren model provided I( c0)=0, but it is clear from (28) and (35) that the numerical values of Do and B, depend on the particular choice of f. If I?( CO )#0 the form (27) remains but the core spectrum for large kR is of the form km1 exp( -2k2v/a). Using (20) and (22) and (23) 
where M( , , ) is the confluent hypergeometric function. We now make the approximation r/( 1 +a~) z l/a in the leading exponential of (3 1) and substitute (3 1) and (32) into ( 11). After some straightforward algebra and some rearrangement of terms Eo( k) may be expressed as 
Note that r2 in ( 11) may now be set to m since (24) ensures that the core self-cancels for large time by strainenhanced viscous diffusion. When a is fixed and kR>l numerical calculation shows that the pure number Bc given by (35) becomes independent of kR and so, for large kR, E. is of the form k exp ( -2k2v/a). It will be later shown that for the present model (V/Q) 1'2 is proportional to r]; thus K is proportional to kq. Dividing (34) by (27) and evaluating the result at K= 1 then gives the ratio E,/E, at the point where, from (34), E. is maximum Eo(K= 1) Bo _ 1,3 &(&l)=Doe (36) If this ratio were to exceed unity then the total spectrum Eo(K) + E,( K) would exhibit a large bump near the Kolmogorov wave number which is not observed either experimentally or in numerical simulation. Hence for the model we restrict ro/v to values satisfying IO/v < (IO/v), where (l?o/v)C is obtained from (36) by fixing the left-hand side to unity. Table I shows values of Bo, Do, and (rg/v), for our preferred value of a= -0.5 and also for a= -0.25, _ 1.0. We note that for a= -0.25 and -0.5, the calculated (IYo/v), are of the same order as the IO/v found by JimCnez7 to be characteristic of small-scale vortices in a variety of turbulent flows.
At this stage the model contains five dimensional parameters, namely N, R, a, v, and I?,,. We comment that the functional dependence on these parameters displayed in'
IV. KOLMOGOROV PREFACTOR AND SKEWNESS

A. The dissipation
From the five physical parameters may be formed the three dimensionless groups
NR2
To R"a ---a ' v ' 4v * We discuss these groups by first calculating the dissipation
In (37) the first term is dissipation per unit mass in the background. This may be viewed as originating from vorticity effectively placed at infinity (the collection of vortex tubes or the vorticity in the larger scales) providing the local strain. When Kin (27) is expressed in terms of k, the Kolmogorov prefactor Z/O may be written 
Equation (39) can be obtained from the von K&man-Howarth equation (see Batchelor25) in the limit of zero spatial separation between two points in the fluid. In (39) zzzzzzz au/& is a longitudinal velocity derivative and " " refers to an ensemble average. In isotropic turbulence theory, scaling arguments (e.g., Batchelor25) are usually invoked to show that the term on the left-hand side of (39) is small so that the terms on the right-hand side which refer, respectively, to the stretching of vortex lines by the local strain field and the dissipation of the mean square vorticity by viscosity are in local balance. We may use (39) presently by first identifying T with t and integrating both sides in (t,,co). Next (l)- (4) may be used to show that the lefthand side of the resulting equation evaluated at t=t, is small compared to the remaining terms. Finally the contribution of the background strain field to the cubic longitudinal derivative is added to give du 2a3 4v m o= -ax 35 s 35 0 k4L4,W +E,(k) ldk. (40) The leading term on the right-hand side of (40) has been evaluated from the strain field with principal rates of strain (--a/2,-U/2&) using the standard Betchov26/Batchelor-Townsend27 formula (see also Sec. VA).
The skewness S, is
C. Setting the parameters Useof(27)and (34)in (37)and (38)and (40)-(42) and the rewriting of (38) then gives three equations which, after some rearranging may be written in the form i )
and we note that (43) and (45) depend on the exponential tail behavior in (27) and (34). When B. and Do are fixed (i.e., a fixed) (43)-(45) are three equations for the five quantities X0, S3, NR2/a, l?dv, and a new dimensionless group a2v/e. We may therefore fix values of two of these and calculate the remaining three. select and use subsequently a= -0.5, It/v= 100, and NR2/a=0.6, for which the calculated X,=1.52 and S3= -0.35 are within the range of experiment (see Yaglom28 for experimental %", and Van Atta and Antonialg for a compilation of experimental results for S,) . We note that our value of l?g/v is of the same order as but somewhat smaller than the estimates of Ashurst" and Jimenez,' and for this reason we will also perform some calculations using a= -0.25, q+=200, and NR2/a=0.2. For both these choices the calculated S3 is smaller in magnitude than S3z -0.5 found in 12g3 homogeneous turbulence simulations of Kerr' and the 2403 simulations of Vincent and Meneguzzi.i4 Note that R2a/4v does not appear in (43)-(45).
This parameter has the form of a (vortex) Reynolds number which will be later (see Sec. VI D) related to the Taylor microscale Reynolds number Rk Hence within the present model there is no dependence of the five parameters discussed above on R,. This agrees with results of the numerical simulations for .ZO and S3. The calculated a2v/e= 0.0126 (which may be compared with the Townsend' assumed value a2v/e=1/15) then gives the Kolmogorov length as ~=(v/a)1'2(a2v/E)1'4~o.33(v/a)1'2.
The spiral and the core contributions to the energy spectra may be expressed in a standard form in terms of kv as
E;(krl) (Ev5)1/~=~~o(kv)-5'3 exp ( -5.94k2q2 ).
With the parameter values discussed above, (46) and (47) may be summed to give the overall spectrum in the form E (Ev5)1,~=L%; 1'o[67.8(k~) exp ( -17.8k2T2 )
where X0=1.52. Figure 2 shows (48) Figure 3 shows the longitudinal one-dimensional spectrum calculated from (48) using the standard result (see Batchelor, 25 p. 50) Q(k,)=; j; (I-$) %dy. (49) In the dissipation range this curve falls below the compiled experimental data of Chapman3' It is notable that no bump is apparent in the @(k,) spectrum. Finally we comment that ratio of the contributions to the dissipation from the background strain, the axisymmetric core, and the spiral are given by the ratios of the three terms on the lefthand side of (43). Fixing the background as unity, these ratios for our preferred values a= -0.5, I~/Y= 100, and NR2/a=0.6 are 1:9:17. The dissipation within the viscous subcore of radius (v/a) 1'2 cannot be calculated explicitly but will be some fraction of the' dissipation of the axisymmetric component of the spectrum. This subcore, rather than the axisymmetric core which itself is distributed over the whole vortex cross section, would in the present model correspond to the Burgers-like vortices proposed by Ashurst and Jimenez.' Thus in the present model the Burgers subcore plays a minor if not passive role in the overall dynamics and contributes to but does not dominate the dissipation.
V. THE VELOCITY-DERIVATIVE MOMENTS
In order to calculate velocity-derivative and vorticity moments we need a means of estimating ensemble averages. Presently this is done by means of -" ns(c' ,S),
where the right-hand side denotes two operations that are in general noncommutative. The first is an average over Euler angles at a point within a vortex structure denoted by (" ") followed by an integration over both the vortex cross section and the structure lifetime and denoted by " ". The relation (50) is equivalent to an ergodic hypothesis combined with the assumption that the vortex structures filling space are oriented randomly in space. We describe the first operation below while leaving consideration of the second to Sec. VI A.
A. Integration over Euler angles
The one-point velocity derivative moments may be easily calculated for homogeneous turbulence. Consider a point in the fluid where the (right-handed) principal axes of strain rate are labeled ( 1,2,3) with origin 0 and corresponding principal rates of strain (e1,e2,e3) with el+e2+e3=0.
Let (01,wz,w3) be the components of the vorticity vector with respect to these axes. We will later place these axes within a spiral-vortex structure and specify el, e2, and e3 as functions of r and 8. Further let (1',2',3') be laboratory axes, let 4 be the (polar) angle between the l-l' axes and let x be the (azimuthal) angle between the l-0-1' plane and the 3' axis. Then 4, x are two of three Euler angles describing the transformation matrix between the two axes systems. If the turbulence is isotropic then the nth moment of the longitudinal velocity gradient au/ax =&,,/a~,, is obtained by assuming random orientations of the (1,2,3) system and integrating ( (fJn) =-& j:r j: (el sin2+cos2X + e2 sin2 4 sin2 ,x + es cos2 4)'
and we note that integrals like (5 1) over Euler angles detine (" ") . For the present model this corresponds to the random orientations of the vortex tubes. 
Equations (52~) and (52d) 
The other components are zero. The vorticity, whose only nonzero component is in the z direction, is related to the velocity by au0 U$ i au, W=ay'y--;~. (57) These are the rates of strain and vorticity associated with the stretched vortex. In addition, there is the strain due to the external stretching, with nonzero diagonal components (-ia,-;a,~).
The turns of the spiral become more and more circular as r increases, in which case u,(ue and dklr) l/r. It then follows from (56) and (57) 
This formula relies on the existence of large radial gradients on the vortex spiral and describes the contributions to the rate of strain from the asymmetric spiral turns. This is not the case for the contribution from the coarse grained, e-averaged contribution w. to the vorticity, for which 00 uoe 1 -r em:--=----, 2 r where uoO = y J rwo dr.
0
The principal rates of strain to be inserted into the formulas in Sec. V A are el= -ia+ed, 1 e2= -ia--eerO, e3=4
where em is given by (58) or (59) for asymmetric or axisymmetric calculations, respectively. A formal estimate of the various terms can be obtained as follows. Suppose, for simplicity, that viscous decay is neglected. Then for the nonaxisymmetric components,
if ( 
The prime denotes that the term with n=O is omitted. It follows from (61) and (64) that e;~=&o'+0(r-'). 
It will be shown later that w2p, p>2, is proportional to the large quantity R2a/4v to a positive exponent. The dominant contributions to the velocity derivative moments in (52) for ~224~ may thus be obtained by substituting (60) with ( 
where the numbers fi2p and p, are given by fiLt=&s, fitj=&3t &=ii&% n A ~10=&% utz=&, (684 &=&j, P,=&, i?J=&, f;l,=&,
%a=&, ?&=&g.
The approximation a2 ( J" is good since ~2 = E and a2~/e=0.0126 from Table II . We now define the generalized hyperflatness factors p=2,3,..., 
where (50) has been used and where (r$) =w2/3. When (67) are integrated over the vortex cross section and through the spiral structure lifetime (see Sec. VI for a i.e., independent of RA. In particular Using a2~/e=0.0126 then gives S,/F,= -0.79, ST/F,= -1.2, S,/F,= -2.0, and S,,/F,,= -2.1, Also, using (53),
and from (67) the right-hand side of this equation depends only on p. From (67) and (68) In Tables III and IV these ratios are compared with results obtained from the the 12g3 numerical simulations of Kerr' at RA<82.9 and the 2403 simulation of Vincent and Meneguzzi at RA= 150. Kerr' gives an extensive discussion of errors for the velocity-derivative moments. The ratio S,/F4 is approximately constant to within these error estimates but the numerical value of near -1.7 is larger than the present value of -0.79. The same is true for the ratio ST/F6 and for i&/F4 in Table IV . Simulation values of i&/F6 may indicate an increase with RI although errors in the numerical simulations are large for these quantities.
We comment that the result (75) and the present numerical values do not depend on the assumptions and re- suits of Sets. III and IV but follow from the large time behavior of the contracting spiral solution of the NavierStokes equations given by (l)-(4).
Equations (73) and (74)) however, depend on the assumptions of previous sections which lead to the result a2v/e=const.
VI. THE VORTICITY MOMENTS (~2")
A. Cross section and time integration
In axes fixed in a vortex tube we may put (w,,w~,w~)=(O,O,W) where w is given by (l)-(4).
The 2pth moment of w may then be written 3=Ns,Zq Jom S,, exp(at)
where w, (r,t> is given by (2). The exp (at) factor is present owing to the axial lengthening of the vortex tube by the z component of the stain rate. Equation (76) has been obtained by raising ( 1) to the power 2p and integrating across the vortex cross section and in time from the cutoff time I, to CO. The triple integral is the definition of the " " operation. In stretched (p,r) coordinates this becomes ;i;;=Ns, '" Jam S,ia (1 +aT)"P-l x ( i ~.(p,~~exp(Nls))2p~7-p dp de, pa 1,
where the cutoff time is now expressed as r,=$/u. When 71 =0 the integrals in general diverge owing to the singular character of (l)- (4) in this limit. Hence our results will depend on 4 which will remain a free parameter but which, for reasons given earlier following (8)) we expect to be 0( 1). The case p= 1 is special because it is related to the dissipation and will be discussed separately later. Expand-jng the Fourier series to the 2pth power in (77) and performing the 0 integration gives x 1 2 -. -c exp [ -q+(p) . il,i2,....i2p#0 il+iz+.
. ' ++O Xdr p dp+Core, p>2,
where J=i:+ii+ . * * +&,. The "Core" corresponds to the strictly axisymmetric contribution il,i2,...,i2P=0 which will later be shown to be small compared to the retained terms.
The 2p-fold sum in (79) 
The double integral with respect to J and r can be evaluated by first expanding the ( 1 +a~)'~-' factor with the binomial theorem, second, by making a change of integration variable with u=ivJA*(p)~~, and finally by exchanging the limits of integration in the (J-u) plane. After some straightforward but tedious algebra we obtain t,w = 
When additional functions describing the initial conditions are required, for example M functions f,(p), m = l,..,M describing M interleaved spirals with arbitrary phases, the integral in (82a) is replaced by If&) 12pp dp INp)12p-1 .
Using (20) and (21) and rearranging, (82a) may be written as P;s2, (844 (84b) where y(i) is given by (22); The quantities &p( 4) and K2p are pure numbers with Lzp(4) --t CO, 4-O. Note that the passage from (82) to (84) introduces a dependence on the Reynolds number parameter aR2/4v. Use of (53), (72)) and the standard result for isotropic turbulence, e 7 = 3vwX, then gives fl*p= x (fy ( yJ3'*, p)2.
For p>2, s1,, exhibits power-law behavior in aR"/v with positive exponent.
B. Contribution of the core
The contribution of the core to w*P in (76) can be written m co wip= 2z-IV ss ~,* (1 +a~)2P-1G~p(p,7-)d~ p dp, p>l. 
(884
where u=ar and i2=aR2/4v. When f(c), g(c) are given by (22) and (23) the integral in (88b) can be evaluated in closed form in terms of the hypergeometric function but the result is cumbersome and is not reproduced here. Substituting this equation into (86) and using arguments paralleling those leading to (85) Numerical evaluation of C2p($,i2) for 4= 1 shows very weak :nd monotonically decrecsing dependence on R*. We fi?ld C,(l, 100) -3~ lo-', C,( 1, 100) -3~ lo-", and C,( 1, 100) -3x 10-13. With NR*/a=O.l, !T,/v=200, and a2v/e=0.0126 from Sec. IV B, we find fi % < 1 for p=2,3,4 which will be seen to be small compared to contributions from the spiral given by (85).
C. The special case p= 1
The dissipation E can be evaluated in several ways: (1) from (37); (2) using E = ~2 where 2 is given by (77) with p= 1; ___-(3) from E = 15v((&/~x)*) using (65) and (66a). For self-consistency these must all be in agreement. The formal equivalence of (37) and E = v$ can be established for general o(r,B,t) in the tube cross section by substitution of (11) and (12) into (37) ( 14) and ( 15), it is useful to compare calculation of E for the spiral obtained from substitution of (14) and (15) into the third term of (37) with that calculated from (77) and (78) (91) In (91) , e. and ei refer to the dissipation in the core and in the spiral, respectively. Considering es alone, using (78), and making the change of variables u = n2Cr3 gives E z4F iI Jam j-c,,, If(P) I2 z +aC-2'3n-4'3u-1'3)e--u du p dp, (92) i where C=2vA2( p)/3. Designating the contributions to E, from the first and second terms in (92) by es, and Ebb, respectively, it may be seen that the major contribution to % comes from small n when C$3/a3 is small [C43/a3 cz (lYo/v)*(R*a/4v) -' and is small for large R2a/4v]. Also, unlike the sum in es1 and the 2p-fold sums in (79), the series 2n-4'3 is convergent at 00; it is this that makes p= 1 a special case. Hence we can put the lower limit of the u integral in es, equal to zero and obtain * 4%-3 0 5 2f3 2 G2'T r II 5 Nav1'3 s n-4f3 s m X If(p) l*p dp
This agrees with the result obtained when (14) and (15) are substituted into the second integral of (37). The term giving E.~, in (93) may be approximated as was done for the w*P integrals by replacing the sum by an integral and evaluating a resulting double integral by exchange of limits to give
The ratio of eli, to es, is $+ (~j*'3(f.q "". (95) This quantity is divergent when 4-O but if $J= 0( 1) and aR2/4v is large, the spiral dissipation is dominated by e"2 in agreement with the spectral calculation.
Use of E = 15v((&~/dx)~) together with (65) and (66a) leads to a result identical to (9 1) . Likewise when, the skewness S3 is calculated directly using (66b), (65)) (77) and (78)) a result is obtained which agrees with that found when ( 14) and ( 15) are used in the spectral term of (40).
D. The vortex lateral scale R
In order to compare calculations for velocityderivative and vorticity moments with experiment and computation it is necessary to relate the parameters of the 1.6x lo-" 3.3 x 1o42 6.9 x 10" 60 9.9 x 10-g 1.2x 1065 1.1 x 10'8 100 3.7x lo-l3 2.3x 1o"O 7.3 x 10'2 model to the microscale Taylor-Reynolds number RA. The present model, however, does not describe the energy containing range of eddies and so contains no information on the turbulence energy T/2 [(uI,u~,u~) are the instantaneous velocity components] necessary to define RL. We thus introduce the assumption that (96) This asserts that R is the geometric mean of the Taylor microscale A and the smallest physical scale in the model (v/a) "2. Equation (96) Use of (98) in (85) 
to obtain the relation
, p>2.
(9%) Table V shows numerical values for the-numbers 2, given by (84b), L,(4) given by (82b), and Q2, defined by (99b). The first of these quantities is a function of p only while iZp and eLzp are functions of C$ also. For reasons to be discussed, numerical values are tabulated for $=0.475.
VII. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION
We now compare present calculated higher-order statistics with experiment and with the results of numerical simulation. We first discuss the hyperflatness factors F2p, F,, and hyperskewness factors S2P+l defined by (69)- (71), respectively. Using the relation between the longitudinal velocity-derivative moments and the vorticity moments given by (67) and (68) 
where fiZp, ?2p, and @2p are given by (68a)-( 68c). With our preferred values CX= -0.5, IQ/v3 100, yR"/a=c.6, and a2v/e=0.0126, the numbers F,, S2P+ i, G2,,, and R, are then functions of p and 4. We first consider p=2 for which F,, S5, G4, and a4 are all proportional to Ri14, and choose $=0.35,0.475, and 0.70 We note that the exponent l/4 for p=2 is effectively fixed by the assumption given by ( In Figs. 6 and 7 the present calculation with $=0.475 underpredicts the magnitudes of S5 and s1, but the variation with RA, which in the model is independent of 4, is in fair agreement with the silfnulations. Table V displays the variation of the numbers ,fizp pith p (4 =9.475) while Table VI shows computed F,,, S&+,, and Gzp  Table VII shows Fs, S,, and F, ($=0.475) compared with simulation at various RA while Table VIII derivative moments are in reasonable agreement. This is illustrated in Table IX which shows results, designated as column B, obtained using a= -0.25, rdy=200, NR2/a=0.2 (for the corresponding XT,., and S3, see Table  II) , and $=0.775.
Kerr calculates the fourth-order velocity-derivative moments in the form of dimensionless forms of the four terms on the right-hand side of the fourth-order lateral velocity derivative, E@. (55b). We denote these quantities by Q,=E (et+e +e:12 :
From (60) and (65) and using (w,,w2,w3) = (O,O,o) iri the reference frame where the three axes are aligned with the vortex tube it follows that to leading order Q,, Q2, and Q4 are all proportional to 2 and therefore to R4 with equality in the case of Q+ Hence in the present model these quantities are in turn proportional to Rjb'4 . Putting Q,=&fi/4, i,= 1,2, a simple calculation shows that 8, =25&/21 and Q2=5&/3.
Numerical values of Q, and Q2 are compared with simulation results obtained by Kerr' in Table X where it is seen that these quantities are similar in magnitude, and, from Fig. 7 , similar in magnitude to & Since in the model the vorticity is aligned with the principal rate of strain e3=a, the numerator in the first equation of (101b) is proportional to a2z. A short calculation then gives VII. Fe, S, , and F, RA(82.9; 12S3, Kerr.g R*= 150, Vincent and Meneguzzi, 14 240'. TABLE IX. Velocity derivative moments ( (&/~x)~)/( (au/dx)2)"2, n =4,5,...,12 compared with results from 240' numerical simulation at Bracketed results obtained by assuming exponential tails for the distribu-R*=l50 (Vincent and Meneguzzi14). A: a=-0.5, Tc/v=lOO, tion of au/& outside the range of the sample. Right-hand entries are present results for a= -0.5, lYc/v= 100, NR2/a=0.6, and +=0.475.
NR '/a=O.6, rdv=200, NR'/a=O (60) and (65) this is a property of the present model. Indeed if in (60) and (65) It has been pointed out to us by Dimotakis33 that owing to long tails in the probability distributions for w1 and the longitudinal velocity derivatives, high-order moments are extremely difficult to obtain accuratery in either simulation or experiment. This is illustrated in Table IX where  hyperflatness  and  hyperskewness "'~, n=4,5,...,12 are compared with unpublished results supplied by Meneguzzi34 and obtained from the 2403 simulations of Vincent and Meneguzzi. l4 Two sets of simulation results are shown, each obtained from a sample size of order lo", the first direct from the numerical sample and the second assuming exponential tails on the distribution of au/& outside the range of the data. The differences between our predictions and the simulation results is generally of the same order of magnitude as the differences between the simulation results obtained with and without assumed tails. Finally for G4 and G6 at R, = 150, using the numbers G4= 11.0 and &6=56.8 from 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The principal results of the present paper are (99a) and (99b) and (100a) and ( 100b) in conjunction with (82b) and (84b). It may be observed that the Rk dependence displayed in (99a) and (99b) and (lOOa) and ( 100b) does not depend on the specific form of the f nor does it depend on the value of the cutoff parameter 4. We suspect that this is true also of the more general Lundgren spiral-vortex solution where additional functions describing the initial conditions are required [e.g., M such functions for Eqs. (14) and (15) does not contain an exp( -Bkv) range as suggested by numerical simulation. One possible explanation may be found in the Townsend-Lundgren model assumption that all vortices feel the same strain a. A more realistic expectation is that different vortices may feel different strains, and may have different circulations. Thus among the population of vortex structures, the distribution of these quantities would follow some (unknown) statistics. While some distribution of circulations I'c would not influence the dissipation range, it is clear from the vk'/u form of the exponent in (14) , that the statistics of a could alter the dissipation spectrum. If, for example, it is assumed that a is given by a gamma distribution with normalized probability density p(a) given by
where Z is the average strain felt by a vortex and q> 1 is some number, then from (14), the spectrum would be of the form
where K-,-113 is the K-Bessel function, The asymptotic forms of the K-Bessel function for small k shows that the inertial range is not modified while the large k asymptotics show that the dissipation range is now of the form exp[ -(8qv/3Z) 1'2k].
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The authors wish to thank Dr. (4) describing the evolution of a spiral vortex shear layer. We work in stretched coordinates (p,cj,~) of Sec. II A for which the axially symmetric strain is not present. The inviscid limit is the rolling-up of a single vortex sheet, with asymptotic equation
and we note that (Al) can be derived formally from the Birkoff-Rott vortex sheet equation for a nearly circular spiral vortex sheet. The vorticity on the spiral is where f( p ) and fi ( p) are related by ( 5 ) . The vortex sheet strength, which equals the jump in tangential velocity across the sheet is 2rf(p)
where h(p) =dfl/dp.
The effect of viscosity in modifying the vorticity structure can be calculated locally by considering the diffusion of vorticity from a straight vortex sheet whose strength varies in time r like (A3) and which lies at a small but finite angle, say $, to a circle passing through a point on the sheet of radius p. We first consider the local diffusion process. Let (x-y) be local coordinates in a region surrounding a point on the sheet with extent much smaller than the local sheet radius of curvature p. Let x be tangential to the sheet that stretches to f 03 in the x direction. Since from (A3) K decreases as r-t, it follows that the sheet must be undergoing stretching in the (x-y) plane. This must be produced locally by a strain field for which we write the local velocity components as u,=[c~(r)x,--ar(r)y] where (r(r) is the local rate of strain. Let &(y) = AU( rs)S(y) be the initial vorticity distribution at some time origin r=r,,. Then at time r the vorticity at distance y from the sheet center is ( Kambe36)
A(T) =exp( JTl n(+)dr'), That this analysis is essentially correct may be verified by a direct calculation of the strain rate a(~) . A point on the vortex sheet feels the principal rates of strain provided by the coarse-grained axisymmetric velocity field with vorticity f(p) +g(p). A simple calculation shows that this strain is epe=pA(pV2,
and that the principal axes of strain are at angles ?r/4 to the radius vector from the vortex center. When the strain-rate parallel to the vortex sheet is calculated using (A9) it is found that a (r) -r--' -t higher-order terms. C-416)
Equations (A5) and (A16) may be then used to verify the above results. We comment that the factor of l/3 in the real part of the exponential in (A14) is produced by the effect of the stretching of the vortex sheet in the ( p -6) plane by the strain rate given by (A16). If this were not present A would equal unity and T from (A5) would be proportional to 7. APPENDIX B: THE LUNDGREN FILTER Suppose we have straight, tubelike structures, distributed randomly in unbounded space, and randomly orientated, with a density N, defined as the average number of intersections per unit area. Suppose that relative to a coordinate system fixed in the structure, we have two arbitrary scalar functions which we denote by f(r), g(r) (not to be confused with f and g used in the main text to specifically denote vorticity distributions) of finite extent, where r = (r,,r,) is a two-dimensional vector perpendicular to the axis of a structure. These functions then define stationary random functions of position, which we denote by f(x), g(x), which are the sums of the values of these functions produced by the structures. Note that x= (x,,x,,x,) is a three-dimensional vector. We want the ensemble average Xe-iPlKf-iP2K2 sin a dK, dK2 da dfi,
where * denotes the complex conjugate. We want the power spectrum corresponding to F(p) defined as follows:
xe-ihpl--ibz-ib3 dpl dp2 dp3 , F(p)= j-;-j-:m j-m_ &k) (B8) xeik~Pl+ik2P2+ih~3 dkl dk, dk, .
It is a consequence of the assumed isotropy that P depends only on wave number in the combination k= [ k [ . The power spectrum of fg is &k)dS(k) =4rrk2i( k) when isotropic,
where dS( k) is the element of surface area on the sphere of radius k. Note that Xsin(kp)sin a dK1 dic2 da dfl dp. We note in passing that a closely similar analysis can be carried out for a purely two-dimensional flow. In this case, Eq. (B2) for the correlation coefficient becomes + p sin 8)dr, dr2 de.
Repeating the analysis mutatis mutandis leads to the same equation (B16). In three dimensions, when j(x) and g(x) may be components of vectors and tensors, it is necessary to intro- 
The kinetic energy spectrum is E(k) =$I'( k)/k2.
